CET KUNMING
PRE-REQUISITE: : 2 semesters
CURRICULUM: intensive language
PAGE: 15

MIDDLEBURY SCHOOL IN CHINA IN BEIJING, KUNMING, OR HANGZHOU
PRE-REQUISITE: 4 semesters
CURRICULUM: intensive language + Middlebury credit
PAGE: 12-13 (semester)
CET PROGRAMS IN GREATER CHINA

CET BEIJING
PRE-REQUISITE: None
CURRICULUM: intensive language
PAGE: 4-5 (semester), 14 (summer)

CET BEIJING: Janterm
PRE-REQUISITE: 3 semesters
CURRICULUM: language
warm up for spring
PAGE: 4

CET SHANGHAI
PRE-REQUISITE: None
CURRICULUM: language + electives
PAGE: 8-9 (semester), 18 (summer)

CET HARBIN
PRE-REQUISITE: 4 semesters
CURRICULUM: intensive language
PAGE: 6-7 (semester), 16 (summer)

CET TAIWAN
PRE-REQUISITE: None
CURRICULUM: intensive language + internship
PAGE: 10-11 (semester), 17 (summer)
YOUR CHINESE WILL IMPROVE BY LEAPS & BOUNDS

Make exceptional gains in your Chinese language skills whether your studies are just beginning or you have practiced for years. Your intensive language courses include core classes to practice grammar, as well as drill, one-on-one and one-on-two classes to focus on spoken fluency and topics of your own interest. By working with some of the best Chinese instructors in the field, you see significant language gains, even if your Chinese is already advanced. You also uphold a full-time language pledge as you experience the history and culture of Beijing: explore the Forbidden City, roam around the 798 Arts District, visit a café hidden away in a hutong, take a walk around the lake at the Olympic Forest Park.

ACADEMICS IN THE SPRING OR FALL

INTENSIVE CHINESE LANGUAGE
266 hours. 17 credits.
» Small group lecture
» Small group drill and discussion
» One-on-one practice
» One-on-two drill


CHOOSE JANTERM & JUMPSTART YOUR CHINESE
SEE HOW MUCH YOUR CHINESE IMPROVES IN JUST 5 SHORT WEEKS

Take a full load of intensive language classes, adhere to a full-time language pledge, and keep the language practice going after class by chatting with your Chinese roommate. After Janterm is complete, return home or continue on to a spring program of your choice.

APPLICATION DEADLINE: 10/1/19
ARRIVAL DATE: 12/27/19
DEPARTURE DATE: 1/25/20
PROGRAM LENGTH: 5 weeks
PROGRAM FEE: $4,490

RECOMMENDED CREDITS: 5
LANGUAGE PLEDGE: Full-time
PRE-REQUISITE: 3 semesters of Chinese
The activities CET orchestrates for us are very helpful for acquiring Chinese vocabulary; for example, the painting class introduced Chinese I knew with some new and methodically introduced vocabulary.

— Owen Warmuth, University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill, Spring 2019
You’ve spent time studying Chinese, and now you’re ready to take your understanding of the language to the next level. Your courses at CET Harbin include one-on-one and one-on-two sessions so you can really dig into your interests. And a full-time language pledge, Chinese roommate, and out-of-class assignments bring immersive learning into your daily life to transform your Chinese.

**ONE-ON-ONE TUTORIAL**  
60 hours. 4 credits.  
Choose your own topic. Past one-on-ones:  
- Feminism in China  
- Chinese Ink Painting  
- The History of Jewish Harbin  
- Traditional Chinese Medicine  
- Chinese Environmental Conservatism

**ONE-ON-TWO DRILL**  
54 hours. 3 credits.  
Hone pronunciation and perfect your tones. Includes opportunities to practice in real world settings.  
- Bargain for fruit in the local market  
- Visit a traditional Chinese tea house  
- Chat with seniors about social issues  
- Speak with Chinese lawyers about human rights

**TWO SMALL GROUP CLASSES**  
80 hours each. 5 credits each.  
- Conversation Seminar  
- Business Chinese  
- Modern Literature  
- Newspaper Reading  
- Classical Chinese  
- Research Topics for Advanced Learners
I feel comfortable navigating life in China now. I can communicate any problems and feel confident that even if I don’t understand the answer at first, I can ask enough questions to resolve any difficulties.

— Sheiran Phu, Yale University, Fall 2018
GET A 360° VIEW OF CHINA.

Whether your interest is business, politics, history, or another academic discipline, CET Shanghai gives you the experience you need to understand China’s role in global systems. You learn Chinese. You take elective courses to satisfy your major and learn more about China’s development. You might even choose to gain work experience through an internship. An adaptable, fast-paced, engaging program is yours to pursue from the convenience of CET’s downtown Shanghai campus.

ACADEMICS IN THE SPRING OR FALL

CHINESE LANGUAGE
Includes one-on-one instruction.
90 hours. 6 credits.

THREE ELECTIVES
45 hours. 3 credits.
- Chinese Economy
- The Chinese Consumer
- Politics & Governance in China
- Shanghai: Key to Modern China?
- The Making of Modern East Asia
- Globalization & the Chinese City
- International Marketing
- Contemporary Chinese Cinema
- Chinese Literature Today
- International Economics
- Political Economy of Development
- Cosmopolitanism in China
- Internship Course + Placement.
  (150 hours. 3 credits.)

SOME OF OUR FAVORITE INTERNSHIP PLACEMENTS

- Dulwich College International
- TimeOut Shanghai
- Han Kun Law Offices
- Shanghai Academy of Social Sciences
- Ernst & Young
- Stepping Stones International
- Niu Technologies
- Habitat for Humanity China
- PricewaterhouseCoopers
- Shanghai Propaganda Poster Art Center
- Tongji Biometric Design Lab
- Shanghai Symphony Orchestra
The key to engaging Chinese culture is through Chinese people. It is very difficult to appreciate the true depth and diversity of Chinese culture and people without challenging yourself to live alongside native Chinese people.

— Mahdi Molla, George Washington University, Spring 2018
For those who don’t want to choose between intensive language learning and an internship abroad, there’s CET Taiwan. Small class sizes and passionate instructors provide you with the knowledge and tools for success, while local immersion—a custom internship placement, Taiwanese roommates, and daily life in Taiwan—unlocks unlimited opportunities to actively use your Chinese outside the classroom. And with Taipei’s diverse job market, you can gain international work experience in private, civil, or government sectors. So whether you’re organizing a roundtable discussion for the Democratic Progressive Party or growing your digital marketing skills at Geber Consulting, you go home with sharpened language skills and the international experience to set you and your résumé apart from the rest.

ACADEMICS IN THE SPRING OR FALL

**INTENSIVE CHINESE LANGUAGE**
12 credits.
Small class sizes and dedicated teachers.

**INTERNSHIP**
150 hours. 3 credits.
Course + placement

EXPLORE THE PROFESSIONAL SIDE OF TAIPEI
- Fulbright Taiwan
- Beyond Media Global
- Institute of Forensic Medicine, Ministry of Justice
- Taipei Veteran General Hospital
- Taiwan Citizen Participation Association
- The China Post
- Magnifique Creative Media Production
Finding yourself in a different culture while working at an internship and handling a demanding course load is not an easy feat, but it is absolutely manageable, and I found learning how to manage it so much fun!

— Sarah Phipps, UNC Chapel Hill, Fall 2018

LOCAL ROOMMATES

You share an apartment with CET students and Taiwanese roommates. This instant network of support gives you friends for late-night study sessions, weekends at the hot springs in Yilan, or even political discussions over tea atop Maokong Mountain.

ACTIVITIES & EXCURSIONS

We take you on a weekend excursion to Taroko Gorge, the “Grand Canyon of Taiwan.” Visit a Buddhist monastery and share a vegan lunch with the monks. Watch the sunrise over the beach. Hike along a river canyon. Stay overnight in a homestay at a local village.

The weekends are yours: see Taiwan’s Little League team in action. Check another night market off your list. Hop a quick flight to explore Shanghai or board a train to see even more of Taiwan.

Dates, Fees, Credits

SPRING 2020
Application Deadline: 11/1/19
Arrival Date: TBA
Departure Date: TBA

FALL 2020
Application Deadline: 5/1/20
Arrival Date: TBA
Departure Date: TBA

PROGRAM LENGTH: TBA
PROGRAM FEE: TBA
RECOMMENDED CREDITS: 15
LANGUAGE PLEDGE: None
PRE-REQUISITE: None
Middlebury College, in cooperation with CET, offers the Middlebury School in China—the gold standard of Chinese language programs. At each program, you take an intensive curriculum that gives your Chinese the personal attention it needs. Design your own one-on-one tutorial, choose two electives, and take a core course that gets you out of the city. You also live with a local roommate, uphold the legendary Middlebury Language Pledge®, and participate in a Traveling Seminar that gets you out of the classroom to practice your Chinese where it really matters.

Learning, speaking, and reading Chinese helped me grow as a thoughtful student. I can think more critically about world events and history, as well as foreign relations. I never would have been able to reach the depth of this knowledge and understanding without having been here.

— Anne Townsend, Middlebury School in China: Beijing, Kenyon College, Spring 2019
BEIJING

Experiencing Beijing is crucial if you’re building a China career. With its focus on political science, economics, and the arts, this program includes visits to startups, attendance at a performance of Peking Opera, and a Traveling Seminar to Xi’an.

KUNMING

In the sunny city of Kunming, your studies will focus on anthropology, social sciences, and environmental sciences as you improve your Chinese language. Experience a different pace of Chinese life when your Traveling Seminar takes you to the rural areas of Yunnan Province.

HANGZHOU

Explore the arts, literature, and Chinese culture as you perfect your language skills in Hangzhou. Travel to a rural area on the outskirts of Hangzhou for a week-long homestay and conduct field studies on issues that affect the local community.

TERMS: Spring, Fall, Academic Year
ELIGIBILITY: Students from all schools
TRANSCRIPT: Issued by Middlebury
LANGUAGE PLEDGE: Full-time
PRE-REQUISITE: 4 semesters of Chinese
TO APPLY: www.middlebury.edu/study-abroad/china
SUMMER IN CHINA

CET BEIJING IN THE SUMMER

A full load of intensive Chinese language classes alone could transform your Chinese. But why limit yourself? This program gets you out of the classroom and into the vibrant world of Beijing. Discuss political reform with Chinese university students. Befriend the owner of your favorite noodle shop tucked away in the hutong (alleys). Get so lost in conversation with the person next to you on the bus that you miss your stop. Then tell your Chinese roommate all about your bus adventure as you’re hiking along the Great Wall.

INTENSIVE CHINESE LANGUAGE
Includes one-on-one instruction.
176 hours. 9 credits.
- Covers one year of college-level Chinese in just two months.
- All levels available, from absolute beginners to advanced students.

My roommate was a fundamental part of my time in Beijing. Living and studying with him was great, and he was and is still a valuable friend that I can practice Mandarin with. When I come back to Beijing, it’ll be nice to have a friend there.

— Albert Heidecke, University of Oregon, Summer 2018

Dates, Fees, Credits

Application Deadline: 3/1/20
Arrival Date: 6/10/20
Departure Date: 8/9/20

PROGRAM LENGTH: 9 weeks
PROGRAM FEE: $7,490
RECOMMENDED CREDITS: 9
LANGUAGE PLEDGE: Full-time
PRE-REQUISITE: None

cetacademicprograms.com
CET KUNMING IN THE SUMMER

Spend your summer in the “City of Eternal Spring.” At CET Kunming, you enjoy the beautiful weather and tree-lined streets of the city. You study as much Chinese as you would in one year at a US university. And you live with a local roommate. Your full-time language pledge and fast-paced classes are intense, but you walk away with strengthened Chinese skills and cultural knowledge. When you’re not in class, explore Kunming by bike, take a walk around Green Lake, or take part in CET excursions to Dali and Xizhou to take in the beauty of the region.

INTENSIVE CHINESE LANGUAGE
Includes one-on-one practice, small group drill, and discussion classes. 160 hours. 8 credits.
➢ Learn a year’s worth of Chinese in one summer.

Take what you learn and apply it outside the classroom. Go out more! There are so many things to do (and eat) once you get off campus.

— Anna Sherman, Brandeis University, Summer 2018

Dates, Fees, Credits

Application Deadline: 3/1/20
Arrival Date: 6/10/20
Departure Date: 8/9/20

PROGRAM LENGTH: 9 weeks
PROGRAM FEE: $7,490
RECOMMENDED CREDITS: 8
LANGUAGE PLEDGE: Full-time
PRE-REQUISITE: 2 semesters of Chinese
SUMMER IN CHINA

CET HARBIN IN THE SUMMER

Study a year’s worth of Chinese in one summer. Practice around the clock with a full-time language pledge, target your specific goals with an individualized curriculum, and immerse yourself in the city culture for a deeply Chinese experience. You’ll be busy and your classes will be intense, but you’ll hardly notice when you’re exploring the architecture in the Daowai district or enjoying a binggun (a milky popsicle in chocolate or vanilla).

ONE-ON-ONE TUTORIAL
32 hours. 2 credits.
Focus on a particular passion

ONE-ON-TWO DRILL
30 hours. 2 credits.
Hone your pronunciation and tones.

TWO SMALL GROUP CLASSES
48 hours. 3 credits.
Classical Chinese
Modern Literature
Chinese Newspaper Reading
Business Chinese
Conversation Seminar

Our classes were taught very well—teachers kept us engaged and challenged us while also drawing real world connections.

— Anonymous final evaluation, Summer 2018

Dates, Fees, Credits

Application Deadline: 3/1/20
Arrival Date: 6/10/20
Departure Date: 8/9/20

PROGRAM LENGTH: 9 weeks
PROGRAM FEE: $7,490
RECOMMENDED CREDITS: 10
LANGUAGE PLEDGE: Full-time
PRE-REQUISITE: 4 semesters of Chinese
CET TAIWAN IN THE SUMMER

Make the most of your summer with a fully-packed term of intensive language learning and an internship abroad—in Taipei, you don’t have to pick one over the other.

Small classes led by dedicated instructors give your language skills the attention needed for success, while the internship component engages and challenges you in a real-world setting. Sound challenging? It is—but with a supportive network of committed instructors and staff, Taiwanese roommates, and an internship placement that grows both your language skills and your professionalism, a summer in Taiwan sets you up for long-term success.

INTENSIVE CHINESE LANGUAGE
10 credits.
Small class sizes and dedicated teachers.

INTERNERSHIP
Course + placement
100 hours. 2 credits.
May be taken as not-for-credit.

There is no shortage of things to do and see in Taipei. The more new places you visit, the more familiar the city becomes. Before you know it, **Taipei will feel like a second home.**

— Nikole Nguyen, UNC Chapel Hill, Summer 2018

Dates, Fees, Credits

Application Deadline: 3/1/20
Arrival Date: TBA
Departure Date: TBA

PROGRAM LENGTH: TBA
PROGRAM FEE: TBA
RECOMMENDED CREDITS: 10-12
LANGUAGE PLEDGE: None
PRE-REQUISITE: None
SUMMER IN CHINA

CET SHANGHAI IN THE SUMMER

A summer in Shanghai is the perfect opportunity to dig into China. Study Chinese language. Choose electives from a long-list of English-taught options. Intern with some of the most pioneering companies and non-profits in China. Live with a local roommate or another CET student. With a highly customizable curriculum, how you explore China is up to you. And when it’s time to go home, you have the knowledge and skills to set you apart from your peers.

CHINESE LANGUAGE
Includes one-on-one instruction. 45 hours. 3 credits.

ONE OR TWO ELECTIVES
Taught in English. 45 hours. 3 credits.

- The Chinese Economy
- The Chinese Consumer
- Politics & Governance in China
- Shanghai: Key to Modern China?
- The Making of Modern East Asia
- Globalization & the Chinese City
- International Marketing
- Contemporary Chinese Cinema
- Chinese Literature Today
- International Economics
- Political Economy of Development
- Cosmopolitanism in China
- Internship Course + Placement (150 hours. 3 credits. May be taken not-for-credit.)

Dates, Fees, Credits

Application Deadline: 3/1/20
Arrival Date: 6/10/20
Departure Date: 8/9/20

PROGRAM LENGTH: 9 weeks
PROGRAM FEE: $7,990
RECOMMENDED CREDITS: 6-9
LANGUAGE PLEDGE: None
PRE-REQUISITE: None

cetacademicprograms.com
ADMISSIONS, TRANSCRIPTS & HOST UNIVERSITIES

CET partners with Capital Normal University (Beijing), Harbin Institute of Technology (Harbin), Donghua University (Shanghai), Yunnan University (Kunming), and National Taiwan University (Taipei). CET and the partner institution jointly issue a transcript listing each course taken with the corresponding grade earned and total contact hours. Alternatively, you can elect to have CET’s school of record, the University of Minnesota, issue an official transcript for an additional fee.

CET’s admission requirements include an online application form, a transcript, a faculty recommendation, and a recommendation from your study abroad office. Other materials, including a valid passport, will be required upon admission. For more information, visit, www.cetacademicprograms.com/college-study-abroad.

WHO IS CET?

CET Academic Programs is a study abroad organization that has been developing and operating innovative educational programs abroad since 1982. Originally “China Educational Tours,” CET began operations in Beijing, later expanding to other locations around the world. Today, CET offers a varied portfolio of semester, summer, and customized programs around the world for college, high school, pre-college, and gap year students.

CET is known for strong academics, professional program management, a nimble and collaborative approach to partnerships, and supportive student services. Through elements such as field-based course components, internships, and housing with local roommates, CET strives to integrate students into the local community and facilitate lasting relationships with hosts. As an environmentally conscientious organization, CET aims to adopt sustainable measures across its operations. And through its commitment to inclusion, CET seeks and encourages the participation of students from diverse backgrounds, ensuring a welcoming, hospitable program environment that promotes student learning.
CET SCHOLARSHIPS

We are committed to increasing access to study abroad. We offer over $400,000 in scholarship awards each year, and awards are intended to alleviate student financial burden.

WHAT WE OFFER

NEED-BASED SCHOLARSHIP: For students with demonstrated financial need, priority given to students eligible for Pell Grants. Awards range from $500 to $1,500.

DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION SCHOLARSHIP: For first-generation college students and students from minority groups. Priority given to students who also demonstrate financial need. Two awards of $2,000 each are given in fall and spring; two awards of $1,500 are given in summer.

ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE SCHOLARSHIP: For students with a GPA of 3.5 or higher. Two awards of $1,500 each are given in fall and spring; two awards of $1,000 are given in summer.

For deadlines and more information, visit www.cetacademicprograms.com/college-study-abroad/scholarships.

CET & FUND FOR EDUCATION ABROAD

CET is a Fund for Education Abroad (FEA) Access Partner. FEA provides grants and scholarships to US students who are traditionally underrepresented in education abroad. CET applicants are eligible to apply for CET Access Partner scholarships through FEA. Awards can range from up to $1,250 for summer programs, up to $5,000 for semester programs, and up to $10,000 for academic year programs.

APPLICATION TIMELINES

SPRING 2020:
➤ Application Opens: 7/1/19
➤ Application Closes: 9/9/19

SUMMER AND FALL 2020, AND ACADEMIC YEAR 2020-2021:
➤ Application Opens: 11/22/19
➤ Application Closes: 1/17/20

Apply online at www.fundforeducationabroad.org.
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